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1. MAIN RESULTS AND NOTATION 
A celebrated theorem of Glimm [Gli] states that a separable C*-algebra 
d is postliminal if, and only if, all its factor representations are of type I. 
As a byproduct of his theory he established that if d is a separable 
C*-algebra which is not postliminal, and J@ is an arbitrary hyperfinite 
von Neumann algebra, then there exists a representation n of d and a 
projection q E n(d)” of central support 1 such that 
q7r(&)” q E A, 
see also [El1 1, El1 23. In this paper we use Glimm’s techniques, as refined 
by Lance [Lan] and Pedersen [Ped] to establish covariant versions of this 
result. We consider a compact group G acting on a separable C*-algebra d 
as a group o! of *-automorphisms. A representation  of d on a Hilbert 
space J? is said to be covariant if there exists a unitary representation U of 
G on 2 such that 
dqx)) = Ug4x) q 
for all xo& and go G. We can then pose two analogues of Glimm’s 
question. 
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Given the C*-dynamical system (d, G, a) and a W*-dynamical system (A, G, oi), when 
does there exist a covariant representation of d, and an &invariant projection q E n(d)“, 
where 6 denotes the extension by closure of OL to n(&)“, such that the dynamical systems 
(vW)“q, G, ~Iqw,-q ) and (A, G, 2) are isomorphic? 
Alternatively one can consider the weaker version of this question. 
Given (AI, G, a) and a hypertinite von Neumann algebra A, does there exist a covariant 
representation A of d and an Z-invariant projection q E n(d)“, with central support 1, such 
that qn(d)” q z A’? 
Let us consider the latter question first: If M is not type I, it is obvious 
from Glimm’s theorem that a minimal requirement is that d is not 
postliminal. This assumption, however, is not sufficient by itself. As an 
example consider a compact abelian group G acting faithfully and 
ergodically on a C*-algebra &. (In this context ergodically means that the 
fixed point algebra d” consists of the scalar multiples of the identity II.) 
Then there exists a state o on d uniquely defined by the requirement 
0.4.x) I= 5,dg a,(x) 
for all x E &, and w is a trace state [HLS]. But it follows immediately 
from the expression above that o extends to a normal state in any 
covariant representation, and hence any covariant representation of d is 
quasi-equivalent o the cyclic representation rr, defined by o, which is 
either finite type I or finite type II. Thus it does not suffice for a positive 
answer of the last question that d is not postliminal, nor does it suffice 
that f(a) = 6, where r denotes the f-spectrum [Ped] and G is the dual of 
the group G. 
However, if in addition to T(M) = G we assume that d has a faithful 
covariant irreducible representation, the last question has a positive 
answer, and the first question has a surprisingly strong answer, showing 
the power of Glimm’s technique. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a compact abelian group containing more than 
one element, and let a be an action of G on a separable P-algebra ~4 such 
that : 
(1) &x)=6. 
(2) There exists a faithful covariant irreducible representation of d. 
Let <,, n = 1, 2, . . . . be an arbitrary sequence of finite-dimensional unitary 
representations of G, define di = dim(ri) and let /I be the infinite product 
action 0: 1 Ad(ri) of G on the UHF algebra $9 = Q ,T= , Md,, where Md, is 
the algebra of complex di x di matrices. 
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Let fi be a covariant representation of (59, G, b), let %.K = Z(%)” and let d 
denote the extension of p to ,.lt. 
It follows that there exists a covariant representation 7c of zz2 and an 
&invariant projection q E x( &)‘I of central support 1 such that the 
W*-dynamical systems (qz(&‘)” q, G, CI) and (.J, G, E) are isomorphic. 
This theorem is an immediate corollary of our first main technical 
theorem, Theorem 2.1. Our second main technical theorem, Theorem 3.1, is 
a generalization of Theorem 2.1, although this is not clear at first sight (see 
Remark 3.2). Theorem 3.1 concerns actions of compact groups G which are 
not necessarily abelian, and can be used to give a generalization of 
Theorem 1.1 to some actions of non-abelian groups. Since this 
generalization is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.1, but 
somewhat technical in appearance, we will content ourselves to give an 
answer to the second of the general questions above. This answer comes by 
assuming that the trivial one-dimensional representation I of G is contained 
in the subset r of G defined in Theorem 3.1, and then letting all <, occurr- 
ing there be multiples of I. (It is clear that if ,6 = {O) then I E I- if, and only 
if, cFP = (0) and d” is prime). Result: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a compact group, and a be an action of G on a 
separable P-algebra s’. Assume that 
(1) nq ker h++=) = PL 
where the intersection is over all u-invariant pure states of d, and ~4% 
denotes the fixed point subalgebra of d’, 
(2) d” is prime, 
(3) d” has no minimal projections. 
Let JZ be an arbitrary hy)perfinite von Neumann algebra. 
It follows that there exists a G-covariant representation IT of d and an Cc- 
invariant projection q E rc(zz?)” of central support 1 such that 
q7T(&z)” q z ,K (and i I qnf .d )-y = 1). 
In Section 4 we consider some examples. 
We introduce some notation and definitions which will be used in the 
sequel. If d is a C*-algebra, a, b E d and .X = (x,, . . . . x,) is a row vector of 
elements in d, we define 
and if 
axb = (ax,b, . . . . ax,b), 
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we define 
v = (XI YIY XI Y,, . . . . XI Ym, x2 Y,, . . . . x, Y,). 
If x = [-xii] is an n x m matrix with elements in &, and CI is an 
automorphism of d, we define a(x) as the n x m matrix [a(xv)], and x* as 
the m x n matrix [x;lT, where T denotes the transpose. 
Let G be a compact group, and a an action of G on d, i.e., a strongly 
continuous representation of G in the automorphisms of zzz’. Let G be the 
set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representation of d, and 
for y,, yz E G let [r, By,] denote the set of irreducible subrepresentations 
of y,@ y2. Identify each y E G with an arbitrary chosen matrix represen- 
tative then dim(y) =d(y) denotes the dimension of 7. If YE G, let &~(JJ) 
denote the set of row vectors x = (X , , . . . . .x~,~)) with the transformation 
property a&x) = xy( g) for all g E G, and let da(y) denote the linear span of 
the components of x E d;(y). In the particular case that dim(y) = 1 we have 
the identilicaton &T(r) = d’(r). If x E &y(?;) we have XX* E &‘, while x*x 
has the transformation property 
a&x*x) = y( g)* x*x)!(g). 
Thus x*x is invariant if, and only if, x*x E da@ Qdcyj. (This explains the 
significance of the requirement x*x E (#\Y) @ II d(y, in the definition of r 
in Theorem 3.1.) Note that if y is one-dimensional, we automatically have 
x*x E d”. For more details on these spectral spaces, see, e.g., Section 2.2 in 
[Bra]. 
We also need Glimm’s notion of quasi-matrix systems in a C*-algebra 
&. Let d, be a sequence of integers greater than zero. A pair of sequences 
{e,, n = 1, 2, . . . . } and { u,,~, n = 1, 2, . . . . i = 1, 2, . . . . d,} in d is called a 
quasi-matrix system of rank {d, + 1 } if the following conditions are 
satisfied for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
e, 2 0, IIe,lI = Ilu,,iII = 1, i= 1, . . . . d,, 
UZiVn.ien=enr i= 1, . . . . d,,, 
u:iu,,j=o for i#j, 
t’,io,,=o for all . 1 i, j, 
ene,+l=e,+l, envn+l.i=v,+,,iT enC+ I,icV,*+ *,i 
for i = 1, . . . . d,. 
The significance of this definition is explained in Section 6.6 in [Ped]. 
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2. COMPACT ABELIAN GROUPS 
In this section we prove our first main result. This is restricted to abelian 
groups. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a compact abelian group containing more than 
one element, and let c( be an action of G on a separable P-algebra d such 
that: 
(1) T(cr)=G. 
(2) there exists a faithful cr-covariant irreducible representation 7c 
of d. 
Let L, n = 1, 2, . . . . be an arbitrary sequence of finite-dimensional unitary 
representations of G, define di = dim(li), and let /I be the infinite product 
action @ ,T=, Ad(ti) of G on the UHF algebra %? = @ ,E, M,. 
It follows that there exists a globally a-invariant C*-subalgebra 6S of d, 
and a closed a**-invariant projection q E &** such that 
(3) 4EB’, 
(4) qdq = e, 
(5) the C*-dynamical systems (&Yq, G, a**laq) and (W, G, W) are 
isomorphic. 
Remark 2.2. Conditions (1) and (2) could be replaced by the following: 
There exists a family rcV of a-covariant irreducible representations of d 
such that C,” rc, is faithful and the r-spectrum of the action induced by a 
on each quotient &/ker(rr,) is equal to G for each R,. 
Note that even though we do not assume explicitly that d is not 
postliminal in Theorem 2.1, this follows implicitly. If rr is the representation 
in Condition 2 and rc(&‘) contains a compact operator, then d contains 
the compact operators as an essential a-invariant minimal ideal, and then 
f(a) = (O}. The assumption that G contains more than one element then 
gives a contradiction. 
We emphasise that the existence of a faithful a-covariant irreducible 
representation 7c of & really means that the action of G on d should be 
implemented by a unitary representation of G, and n should not be merely 
quasi-covariant, i.e., the action extends to ~(~22)“. This is to exclude cases 
like the ergodic action of G = Z2 x E2 on M,. 
To prove Theorem 2.1 we will, to a certain extent, follow the argument 
in Section 6.7 in [Ped], but first we need a couple of lemmas of indepen- 
dent interest. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Adopt assumptions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.1 on the 
C*-dynamical system (J&‘, G, a), including the assumption that G is not the 
one-element group. It follows that the fixed point algebra d” has no minimal 
projections, i.e., projections which are minimal in dEgr itself 
ProoJ Assume, ad absurdum, that da contains a minimal projectjon p. 
Then the restriction of a to p&p is an ergodic action with spectrum G, and 
p&p has up to multiplicity only one covariant representation, which is type 
I if G is finite and type II, if G is infinite [HLS]. But the restriction of IL on 
the Hilbert space 2 to the representation of p&p on z(p) X is still 
irreducible and covariant. Hence G must be finite, n(p) must be a finite 
dimensional projection, and 7c( p&p) n(p) ‘v Y(rc( p) X). But since the 
action of G on 7c(p.&‘p) z(p) is unitarily implemented, Y(rr( p) 2) must 
contain nontrivial fixed points unless z(p) is l-dimensional. In the latter 
case p~~?p is l-dimensional, and hence T(a) = (0). Since G is not the one- 
point group, this contradicts the assumption T(a) = 6. Thus d” contains 
no minimal projections. 
LEMMA 2.4. Adopt the same hypotheses on (s?, G, a) as in Lemma 2.3. It 
follows that d” is prime. 
Proof: Since d has a faithful irreducible representation, d is prime and 
thus G-prime. Since T(a) = G it follows from [Ped, Theorem 8.10.41 that 
& is prime. 
LEMMA 2.5. Adopt the same hypotheses on (&‘, G, a) as in Lemma 2.3. if 
b, c E SZY\ { 0 1 and y E e, it follows that 
b@‘“(y) c # (0). 
Proof: Since b&b* is an a-invariant hereditary subalgebra of d it 
follows from T(a) = G that b&(y) b* # {0} and hence there exists a non- 
zero 
x E b&(y) b*. 
Then x*x~#\{O}, and as &’ is prime we have 
x*xd~c # {O}, 
i.e., there is a y E &’ such that 
x*xyc # 0. 
But then xyc # 0 and 
xyc E bd”(y) c. 
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The next lemma corresponds to Lemma 6.7.1 in [Ped]. The present 
proof differs from that in [Ped] in that no explicit use is made of 
Kadison’s transitivity theorem, and a new proof of Lemma 6.7.1 could be 
based on the present method. 
LEMMA 2.6. Adopt the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 on the C*-dynamical 
system (ss!, G, a), and let 7, , ,.., yd be a finite sequence of (not necessarily 
distinct) elements in 6. Let e’, x’ E (~“), be elements uch that 
(1) IIe’Ij = (IxII = 1 and 
(2) e'x' = x'. 
It follows that there exist e, u,, . . . . t’,!, s and y in ~2 satisfying the 
requirements 
(3) Ilell = II-yll = II YII = 1, 
(4) ex = s, xy = y, 
(5) e,.x,4’~(cdz)+, 
(6) vied’, i= 1, . . . . d, 
(7) v,*v,e=e for 1 <i<d, 
(8) v~u,=O for i#j, 
(9) u, uj = 0 for all i, j, 
(10) e’e = e, e’v, = vi, e’v,* = v,f+ for 1 < i < d. 
Proof. Since # has no minimal projections by Lemma 2.3, and x’ is a 
non-zero positive element in d”, it follows that x’ dominates a positive 
element y’ in d” with infinite spectrum. Taking suitable continuous 
fucntions of y’ with disjoint supports, we can thus find a finite sequence 
bo, b,, . . . . 6, of nonzero elements in (JC), with the properties 
bi < .x’ for i=O, 1, . . . . d 
and 
b&=0 for i #j, i, j = 0, . . . . d. 
By applying a function f (t) to b0 which is 0 around 0 and equals 1 for t > E, 
for some E > 0, we can also arrange to find an element c,, E (da) + such that 
bOc,=c,. 
(We may then have to replace x’ by a positive scalar multiple of x’ to keep 
the estimate b,, <x’, but this does not matter.) Now we define inductively 
nonzero elements e,, c, E (da) +, u, E d*(yi) with the properties 
e,c, = c,,, n=O, l,..., d; e,e,,+,=e,+,, n=O, l,..., d-l 
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and 
v,Eb”~ga(Y)cn-17 v,*v,e,=e,, n = 1, 2, . . . . d. 
First, we put e,=6,, cO=c,,, while v0 is not defined. When u,, cn, e,, 
have been constructed with the above properties and n cd, we proceed as 
follows: By Lemma 2.5, there exists a bc’# 0 such that 
11’ E b n+l~g3(Yn+,)c,. 
Then )t,*)t’ is a nonzero positive element in d” dominated by a multiple of 
cfi, so we have 
e,, tt’*w = w*M’. 
Let E = sup(spec(x*w)), and define continuous real functions J g, h on 
t 
IO 
h(r)= 2 +f 
I E ( ) 1 
for OQt<E/3 
for t>E/3 
for 0 < t < E/3 
for ~13 < t < 2~13 
for t 32~13 
for 0 d t < 2~13 
for 2~13 6 t 6 E 
for tgE. 
Put 
V It+1 = uf( w*M’) 
e n+l = g( w*w) 
C fl+I = h( w*w). 
Sincegh=hwehavee,+,c,+,=c,+,; since e,w*w = IV*W and g(0) = 0 we 
have e,e,+,=e,+,; since wgb,,,, d”(y, + , ) c, and f(0) = 0 we have 
V n+l = wf(w*w)~b,+ I~%,+ 1) c,, and since tf(t)‘g(t)=g(t) we have 
vf, , v, + 1 e, + I = e, + r. This completes the induction. 
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Now define v,, n = 1, . . . . d as above, e = ed, and define x, y by taking 
suitable functions of cd to ensure ex = x, xy =y, /Ie )I = 11 x(1 = 11 y 11 = 1. 
Then vi E da(yi), v+ vie = v* vieie = eie = e, and since ui E bida(yi j and 
bib, = 0 for i #j, we get II: vj = 0 for i #j. Furthermore, as vi E bi&‘(yi) b, 
and bib0 = 0 for i = 1, . . . . d, we get viuj = 0 for i, j = 1, . . . . d. Finally, since 
bj6x’ for i=O, 1, . . . . d, e’x’ =x’, eE b,d”bO, vim biJ;4”(yi) b,, we get 
e’e = e, e'vi = vi, e'v,* = LJ,* for i = 1, . . . . d. 
The next lemma corresponds to Lemma 6.7.2 in [Ped], and the present 
proof does not differ much once Lemma 2.6 is established. 
LEMMA 2.7. Adopt all the assumptions of G, t(, &, 5, in Theorem 2.1, but 
non* use the notation d,, + 1 = dim(<,,). If 5, = X$=0 @yi is a decomposition of 
{, into irreducible representations, put 
Y,,., = Y, - l’o, i= 1 7 ..., d,. 
Let a,, be a sequence in -cr’,,. 
It follows that there exists a quasi-matrix system 
rank (d, + 1 } in zz? and a sequence { iT,, > in .JX& such that 
Ien 
en E d”, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
vt7.r E d”(Yn,i)3 i = 1, 2, . . . . d,,, 
(T,, belongs to the *-algebra generated by ekr v~,~ with k 6 n, and 
ll(,~~~*~:)(a,-d.)(~~“~~~~)lldl/n, (*I 
where X, denotes the set of multi-indices {T( 1), 5(2), . . . . T(n)} with 
T(i)E (0, 1, . . . . d,:, 
and we use the convention 
ProoJ Suppose that we have constructed {e,>, {v~,~}, and iik satisfying 
all conditions for a quasi-matrix system and the conditions in the con- 
clusion in the lemma for 1 <k < n - 1, and assume also that there exists 
%-IE(~m)+ with t(x,,-,II=l, e,-,x,-,=x,-,. If n=l we just take 
e, _ I and x, _, to be arbitrary elements with this property. 
Now apply Lemma 2.6 with e’ = e, _ , , x’ = x, _ L, d= d,, and yi = Y,,~. It 
follows that there exists 2, =e, v~,~= ui, i, = x, and 9, = y satisfying 
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requirements (3b( 10) in the conclusion of Lemma 2.6. We will modify 0, 
and 1, so that (*) is satisfied also. 
Let K be the irreducible covariant representation of d alluded to in 
Theorem 2.1. As rr(Z-,) II( y,) = 7c( 9,) and n( J,) # 0, the spectral projection 
q of ~(2,) corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 is nonzero. As Z,,E&~, q is 
invariant under the extension of a to n(d), and hence q commutes with the 
unitary group CJ implementing a. As G is compact and abelian, it follows 
that there exists an eigenvector t for U such that q< = 5. Thus, if p is the 
one-dimensional projection onto Q, p is a-invariant and p 6 x,. Since p is 
the support projection of the vector state defined by 5, and this state is 
pure, it follows that p is closed [Ped, 3.11.10]. Since d is separable, there 
exists a monotonely decreasing sequence yk in the unit ball of &‘+ such that 
yk L p in &**. Replacing each yk by the mean jG dg a&~~), we may 
assume that each y, is a-invariant. Since p 6 x,,, we have x, ~~(-x, L p as 
k -+ 1~). Thus defining J’= xr=, 2-k,~, yk.x,, the projection p is the spectral 
projection of y in &** corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. Taking 
appropriate functions of y (with the functions being 0 at 0) we find a 
decreasing sequence zk in the unit ball of d+ such that zk L p, 
z~+~z~=z~+~, and enzk=zk for k= 1, 2 ,.... 
If w is the vector state defined by 5, one now establishes exactly as in the 
proof of Lemma 6.7.2 in [Ped] that 
is norm convergent o zero as k + co. Choosing k such that the norm of 
the sum is less than n-l, and putting e, = z,,, x, = :k + , , one completes the 
proof by induction identically with the proof of Lemma 6.7.2 in [Ped]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Given the quasi-matrix system {e,}, {D,,~} of 
Lemma 2.7 the proof is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 6.7.3 in 
[Ped], i.e., if pn is the spectral projection of e,, in &‘** corresponding to 
eigenvalue 1, one defines 
Then qn is a decreasing sequence of closed invariant projections in &** 
with limit q. One proves that q commutes with the C*-algebra .B generated 
by (e,} u {o,~} and that ii?qzV, while the property qAq = Bq follows 
from (*). Furthermore, if {eg)}$=O are matrix units for the n th tensor 
factor M, + , in %:, the isomorphism 649qrW is given by 
e&)e&$)...e&-l)e$~k enq if k=O 
vn,kq if k = 1, . . . . d,. 
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and from this one deduces that the restriction of a** to Bq is mapped by 
the isomorphism into the automorphism group of V given by 
if k=O 
if k = 1, . . . . d,,. 
But then /? = @ ,“= , Ad( 5,). 
3. GENERAL COMPACT GROUPS 
In this section we prove our second main result, a generalization of 
Theorem 2.1 to non-abelian groups. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a compact group, and cc an action of G on a 
separable P-algebra s&‘. Assume 
(1) There exists an a-invariant pure state on &, and let p be a non- 
empty family of a-invariant pure states, Define 
and let 4, be another closed twosided ideal in d” such that 
(2) cfi c YP and d’/.Yi contains no minimal projections. 
Define 
I=IP,t= (yE~IForaNbE~~\~and 
c E Ld"i,s%p there is an x E b&;(y) c 
such thatx*sE(~~2,~~)OIId,r,~. 
Let <,, n= 1,2, . . . . be an arbitrary sequence of finite-dimensional unitary 
representations of G, and assume 
(3) All the irreducible components of {,, are contained in I, for 
n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Define Di = dim(ti) and let /?’ be the infinite product action @ 7: , Ad(A F,) 
of G on the UHF algebra W, = a;:, Mb, + , . Let 8’ be the infinite product 
action @ ,“= , Ad(ti) of G on +& = @ y=, Mvr. 
It follows that there exists globally a-invariant C*-subalgebras .?8,, ?& of 
d, and closed a**-invariant projections ql, q2 E d** such that: 
(4) q;EW:, i= 1,2, qr<q,. 
(5) q&q, =Bjqi, i= 42. 
(6) The C*-dynamical systems (Biqi, G, c(** I 9Sjqi) and ( Ci, G, pi) are 
isomorphic, i = 1, 2. 
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Remark 3.2. Adopt the assumptions on (a, G, a) in Theorem 2.1. 
Then it follows from Lemma 2.3 that d’ has no minimal projections. In 
the representation Hilbert space for rr there is an orthonormal basis con- 
sisting of eigenvectors for the unitary representation U of G implementing 
a, since the corresponding vector states are pure and invariant, condition 
(1) of Theorem 3.1 is fulfilled, and YP = {0} if we take p to be the set of all 
a-invariant pure states. It then follows from Lemma 2.5 that f = G in this 
example. Thus, in view of Lemmas 2.3-2.5, Theorem 3.1 is a generalization 
of Theorem 2.1. We have preferred to prove the theorems separately 
because the proof of Theorem 3.1 is somewhat echnical. We will proceed 
by describing the modifications needed in the argument for Theorem 2.1 in 
order to prove Theorem 3.1. 
We prove Theorem 3.1 via two lemmas which are generalizations of 
Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. Let 0: d” H &‘“/YP be the quotient map. 
LEMMA 3.3. Adopt the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 on the C*-dynamical 
system (~2, ??‘, LX) with the exception of assumption 3. Let y,, . . . . yd be a finite 
sequence of (not necessarily distinct) elements in IY Let e’, x’ E (szI’),\Y~ be 
elements uch that 
(1) 11 e’ 11 = 11 x’ II = 1, 11 &e’)ll = II 19(x’)ll = 1 and 
(2) e’x’ = xl. 
It follows that there exist elements e, x, y, L’k,ir k = 1, . . . . d, i = 1, . . . . d(llk), 
in d satisfying the requirements 
(3) e, 4 yE(drBa)+\yp. 
(4) II4 = lI,~II = II YII = 1, IIe(y)ll = 1, 
(5) ex=x, xy=y, 
(6) (a) uk = (t’k,, . . . . uk,d(y,,) E d;(y,), k = 1, . . . . 4 
(b) Uk*VkE~a@ld(yk), 
(7) v~,;vk,ie=e, k= 1, . . . . d, i= 1, . . . . d(Yk), 
(8) v~,~v~~~=O tfk#l or i#j, 
(9) Vk,iVlvj = 0 for all k, 1, i, j, 
(10) e’e=e,e’vk,i=vk,i,e’v~,i=v&for l<k<d,l<i<d(y,). 
Proof: Since XZ”/$, has no minimal projections, it follows that x’ 
dominates a positive element y’ E d” with infinite spectrum and we may 
assume 0( y’) # 0 since 0(x’) # 0. Taking suitable continuous functions of y’ 
with disjoint supports we can then construct a finite sequence cO, bO, 
b , , . . . . 6, of nonzero elements in (_aP”) + \$ with the properties 
580 75.‘1- I4 
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bi < 2x’ for i=O, l,..., d, 
bibi = 0 for i#j, i, j=O, . . . . d, 
II bo II = II &c,)ll = 1, 
hoc, = cO. 
Now we define inductively nonzero elements e,, c, E (A?‘) + , u, = 
(0 n, , . ..? u,,~(~.)) E d”;(y,) with the properties 
II e” II = II Qc,)ll = 1, es, = c,, n = 0, 1, . . . . d, 
es,+, =e,+,, n = 0, 1, . ..) 
“,E~,@‘;(Y,) c,--,, n = 1, 2, . . . . d, 
u,* u, E d” 0 II d,?), n = 1, 2, . . . . d, 
L’~,iL’,,i(enO~d(y))=enO~d(.~)r n = 1, 2, . . . . d,. 
First put e, = b,, c0 = cO, whilst v,, is not defined. When e,, c,, and v,, have 
been constructed with the above properties and n < d, we proceed as 
follows: By the definition of r, there exists a MJ # 0 such that 
tr E b n + I &(Y,z + I ) cr* 
~v*,vE(~~\~~)OII~,~,+,) 
Since w*w is dominated by a multiple of cf @ II dYn+, ,, we have 
w*w(enOl,,,n+,,) = w*w. 
Let E = sup(spec(0(w*w))), and define continuous real functions J g, h on 
[0, + co ) as in the proof of Lemma 2.6. Defining 
0, + , = wf( w*w) 
en+, = the diagonal element in g( WOMB) 
C”Cl = the diagonal element in ~(HJ*M~), 
one completes the induction as in the proof of Lemma 2.6. 
The remainder of the proof is now almost identical with the end of the 
proof of Lemma 2.6. Only note that u&u~,~= 0 for i#j since all the off- 
diagonal elements of uzuk are zero. 
The next lemma is the analogue of Lemma 2.7. 
LEMMA 3.4. Adopt all the assumptions for G, a, d, r, in Theorem 2.1, 
and for each n let 5, = If==, @Y”,~ be a decomposition of l,, into irreducible 
representations. Let a,, be a sequence in s$,. 
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It follows that there exists a quasi-matrix system {e,}, {v,,~,;}$= I fpt’ of 
rank {D, + 1 > in .d and a sequence {iin} in d,, such that 
e, E d”\Yp 
5, belongs to the *-algebra generated by ek, vk,/,i with k d n, and 
where X,, denotes the set of multi-indices {r(l), . . . . z(n)}, where s(k) is a pair 
(l, i) with l<l<d;, 1 ~i,<d(y,,~), or r(k)=O, and 
with the convention vk.0 = 1. 
Proof: Suppose that we have constructed {ek>, {vk,,,i}, and cik satisfy- 
ing all conditions for a quasi-matrix system and the conditions in the 
conclusion in the lemma for 1 <k < n - 1 and assume also that there exists 
x .-,E(J$‘)+\~~ with 116(x,-,)ll=l, e,-,x,-,=x,-,. If n=l we just 
takee,-, and x,-i to be arbitrary elements with this property. (This is the 
one point in the proof where condition 1 in Theorem 3.1 is used, this 
ensures that 9, # d’.) 
Now apply Lemma 3.3 with e’ = e, _, , x’ =x,- , , d= d,, and yi = Y,,~. It 
follows that there exist P, = e, v~,~,~= a,@ Z,, = x, and jj,, = y satisfying 
requirements (3k( 10) in the conclusion of Lemma 3.3. We will modify e’,,, 
Z,, so that (*) is satisfied also. 
Let cp be a pure, invariant state in p such that 7~~ ( &*( J,) # 0, C$ exists 
since j, 4 Xp. But this means there exists a z E &’ such that cp(z*yiz) # 0. 
Let 52, be the cyclic vector defined by cp in the representation Hilbert space 
ZV of q,,, and let U be the unitary representation of G on A$, such that 
U(g) z+,(s) QV = n,(~,(s)) 52, for all s E&‘, gE G. Put 
5 = 7cJ jnz) Q&(z*j;zp2. 
As J,,z E &“, 5 is invariant under U, and as .?‘, J, =yn we have K,+,(?,) < = r. 
Thus the vector state w defined by [ is a pure invariant state on d with the 
property that ~(2,) = 1. Putting p equal to the support projection of w in 
&** then p is a minimal closed invariant projection in &* * and one now 
proceeds almost exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.7 to complete the 
induction. (Note that the zk occurring there have the property )I O(z,)ll = 1 
for all k. ) 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. The statements concerning al, p’, and G9, are 
established from Lemma 3.4 exactly as Theorem 2.1 follows from 
Lemma 2.7. 
We now turn to the statements concerning &??, fl’, and F&. We have 
Define g as the C*-subalgebra of 59, generated by 
for n = 1, 2, . . . . where M,, is embedded in M,, + , as the lower right-hand 
corner. Then if pk is the identity of MD,, pk identifies with a 
D,-dimensional projection in M,, + , . Next there is a surjective morphism 
4p: 9’-?$=@ MD” 
formally given by multiplication by p, Qpz @ . . . The projection q, E #, 
defines a morphism cp’ :4?, -+ %, via multiplication by q, . Define 
WI = q’ - ‘(Q), and define 
Thus q2 identifies with a closed invariant projection in &**, and we clearly 
have q2E9&, q2dq,=B2q2 2 $. It is also easily seen that the 
isomorphism between C&q2 and (G, transports c(** ) +,, onto I?. 
Note that the set I- defined in Theorem 3.1 could be empty (not even the 
trivial one-dimensional representation is necessarily contained in I). 
However, f has the following semigroup property. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Adopt all the assumptions in Theorem 3.1. Then 
[rgr] s f. 
Proof: Let yip f = fP.,, and let b E d’\Y, and c E A!“\$. There exists 
x~b&;(y,) such that x*x=a@I ~(&~ll\Y~ab)@I~,~,,. By replacing x 
by xf(a) with a suitable function f we may suppose that there 
exists b’ E sP\Y~ such that ab’= b’. Since b’ E &‘“\ff, c AP’\\& there 
exists y~b’d;(y~) c such that P*)‘=u’@Q E(JP\J$,)@Q,,,,,. Then -u?,= 
txi Yjh with x=(x1 9 .--9 -Yd(y,) ) and y = ( y , , . . . . yd,,,>,), belongs to 
bd~(~,Qy,)c,u~v=y, and 
(by)* (‘-d~.kl=)‘~XI*Xk l’/ 
= 6, );*ajj 
= 6,6,,a’, 
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i.e., (xY)* (xy) = a’@ 0 E (&“\YP) 0 Id,y,8.Cz). Thus the result follows from 
the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, let 5 be a finite- 
dimensional unitary representation of G. Let be&‘\4 and c~#\jr and 
suppose that there exists x E bd;(<) c such that x*x E (&“\$r,) 0 II d(s,. Then 
for each irreducible subrepresentation 1’ of 5, there exists y E bd”;(ll) c such 
that y*~~~S\Yr@ll~~~,. 
Proof Let 5 z @:I=, 7 be the decomposition of 5 into irreducible 
representations. Then there exists a unitary matrix w such that M$W* = 
@;=, yi. Then for xEbdy(5)c with x*x=a@I E(sz’~\~)@I~~,‘) set 
y = xw*, i.e., yi = C xkG. Then since a&y) = x<(g) W* = v( @ri( g)), 
,r E b&T( 07;) c and y*y = WX*XW* = a 0 21. This implies the conclusion by 
taking a subsequence of 1’ = ( y;). 
4. SOMEEXAMPLES 
In order to justify the hypotheses of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 we will first 
show that they are satisfied by a wide class of product type actions. 
If G is compact, abelian, % = @ 2 r M,, p = 02, Ad(ti) are given as in 
Theorem 2.1, and <,= @L, Y”,~ is a decomposition of t;,, into irreducible 
representations, then an easy computation shows that 
see [KiR]. Also, any infinite product of vector states given by eigenvectors 
for { ri} gives an invariant pure state. It is therefore easy to decide when 
f(a) = 6 for this example, and Theorem 2.1 applies. 
If G is compact, but nonabelian the situation is more complicated. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a compact group, and (t,,} a sequence of 
finite-dimensional unitary representations of G, with dim(g”) = D,. Let a be 
the action ana, Ad(h 50,) on d= @“Mo”+, and let cu be the pure 
invariant state 0 = Ona0 Tr(A 00). Let 9r = 4 = ker(z,,,,), then &‘*/Xr is 
prime. Define T,., as in Theorem 3.1, then it follows that 
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rl= n IJ {C4:,o5:,+,o...o5;114:=tor5:=5,, 
n3l k>n 
but cl= ti for some iI. 
Furthermore, S/A contains no minimal projections if, and only if, I E f, 
Proof Since w is a pure invariant state of -c4, w ],da is also pure. Thus 
5P/YP is prime. 
Let b E zP\YP. Then the closure of b&lb* is an AF-algebra [El131 since 
d” is an AF-algebra. Since an AF-algebra has an approximate identity 
consisting of projections, and bd”b* d c9P, one finds a projection 
p E bdab* with p # c9P. Hence, in this case to show that y E I-,,, it suffices to 
show that for any projections 6, CE #\YP there exists XE b&y(y) c such 
that X*XE (d”\YP)@l,(,,. 
Suppose there exists such an XE b&;(y) c for some projections 6, 
CE da\YP, and let U, w be unitaries in d”. Then y = UXW* = (ux,M~*) 
satisfies y E ubu*d~(y) wcw*, and Y*J’ = WX*XW* E&“\,YPQ I d(,.,. Thus to 
prove the existence of such an s we may replace 6, c by equivalent 
projections in d’. 
Let b, CE @‘“\YP be projections. By taking equivalent projections if 
necessary, we may suppose that b, c E (or=, MDm+, )” c ST@” for some m. 
Denoting by (e;)i,.i= 0. ,,,,D. the matrix units for IV,” + , c &‘, the state o is 
characterized by o(q,) = 1, with qm = e,$. . . e% for any m. Since there is a 
unitary UEdZ such that o(ubu*)= 1, we may suppose that 
NO? Mom+, Y4mZ PL a3;I~Dm+l )” qm # (0) by taking m large 
enough. Now by replacing b, c by equivalent projections we may assume 
that b and c commute and bc>q,v. In particular I EI’~,/. 
Let 1’ E f-, . There exist m < k, < k, < . . . < k, such that y E [tk, 0 .. . 
@ tk,]. Since .P = (e$)yL, belongs to -01;(<,) and (.u”)* X” = eb;, @ Q E dar”‘\ 
q3QD”, it follows that 
JEXkl . ’ ’ xk’E a;(&, @ ’ ‘. @ tk,) 
and )r*y=eat,.. e&011. Thus z = qm )‘=yq, belongs to bszZ;(<,, 0 ... 
0 tk,) c and z*z = q,e$ . . . ez@ II E &“\YP@ II. By Lemma 3.6 one has 
y E f,.,. This completes the proof of {I} u f, c I-,,,. 
Conversely, let y E f,,,, and let b = c = qr = e&, .. . e&. Then there exists 
x E b&(y) c such that 
Since aszl’a dr YP is an AF-algebra there exists a projection p in adaa\Yp. 
Then replacing x by .upf(pup) with a suitable function f we may suppose 
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that a is a projection. Since a dominates a projection equivalent to qk = 
e& . . . e& in A?” for sufficiently large k > 1, again we may suppose that 
a=q,. For large m, x1, the first component of x, almost belongs to 
07 ML&+,. Since this property does not change if we multiply x by qm 
from the right, we may suppose that there exists y, E @y MD.+ 1 such that 
~~x,-y,~~~~forasufficientlysmall~~O.Since~~x~x,-y~)1,~~~(2+~)~, 
we may also assume that qk=x:x,=yFy,. But since x,x:dqr we may 
also assume that y, = qr yl. 
Define 
Then J’ = ( y , , . . . . ~1)) is a non-zero element of d”(y) n ql( 0: MD,+ L) qk. 
This implies that 
ii (i jJ($, MDn++kT’4h 
/+ 1 
contains a subrepresentation equivalent to y, i.e., 
yE{[~~+,O...Ot;;]l5:=2 or C:=ri}. 
Hence y=z or YES,. 
We now prove the last statement. Suppose I E f, . There exists a sequence 
O=k,<k,<k,< ... and 5: = I or <, such that 
ki+l 
0 cl31 for i= 0, 1, 2, . . . 
n=k,+ 1 
and tj = tj at least for one ki <j d ki+ , for any i. Thus there exists a non- 
zero minimal projection pi E 8:: 2, + , M,” + , such that 
and piqi = 0, where qi = eg ’ . . . e&+1, Then pi and qi are equivalent in 
(QkL,. 1 Mf?,+ I )” and do not belong to 4, since u(q,) = 1. 
Let p be a non-zero projection of JC/$: and we shall show that p is 
not minimal. There is a projection e of A” such that e + 9, =p [Bro]. 
By replacing e by an equivalent projection we may suppose 
that ee(Q?=l MD,+, )” for some i. Furthermore, we may suppose 
that e > q1 . . . qi- , , by replacing e by an equivalent projection and by 
making i larger. Then eq,+ S:#O and epi + Y,# 0 since eq,> q, “.qi and 
ePi2ql ..-qiP1pi-ql .-.qi, where - denotes the equivalence in da. 
Since e > eq, + ep,, p - e + 4 is not a minimal projection, 
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Suppose I$ f,. There exists I such that 
and there is an i such that <i= ti}. (*) 
Let e = e& . . . e&- ’ and we claim that e + cY, is a minimal projection in 
‘fP/~. 
Suppose that e + J$ is not minimal in (0 f MD”+ , )“/& for some k > I. 
Let qk = e& . e&. Since q’ = eqk ~5 Y1 is minimal and q’ Q e, there must 
exist a projection p’ E ( @ : MDn + , )” such that p’ < e, p’q’ = 0, and p’ $ Yj. 
Hence there exists a projection p E (0: MD” + ,)’ such that p’ = ep. By 
replacing k by a larger integer we may suppose that 
Thus 
for a minimal subprojection r of p which is equivalent to qk. This 
contradicts (*). 
The other example we consider is the Cuntz algebra L?,, with the 
canonical action of a subgroup G of U(n)[Cun]. 
We first explain the basic facts on Cuntz algebras. 
If n is an integer with n > 2, then I$‘:, is defined to be the C*-algebra 
generated by n isometries S, , . . . . S,I satisfying 
;, s;s,*=n. 
,=, 
Let V(n) be the group of n x n unitary matrices and for each u E U(n) let c(,, 
be the automorphism of Q, defined by 
J=l 
Let fi be the restriction of c1 to T = ([I : 1 t 1 = 1) c U(n), i.e., 8, is defined by 
p,(S,) = tSi, i= 1, . . . . n. Then the tixed point algebra c’if is a UHF algebra 
and is spanned by elements of the form SPSg, where p = (p,, . . . . pk) and 
v = (v,, . ..) vk) are finite sequences of { 1, . . . . n} of the same length, and 
S, = S,(, . . . Sp,, etc. 
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Denoting by {eV} a system of matrix units of the n x n matrices, 0,S is 
isomorphic to the UHF algebra d of type n10 under the map 
for p, v as above. 
Let 1 be an infinite sequence of { 1, . . . . n} and let A(k) = (A,, . . . . A,) for 
each k E N. Then the sequence { S,(,, ST,,,}, of projections is decreasing and 
defines a unique pure state ‘pi of 0:‘,B by 
(PI(Si,k,SII,k)) = 19 kEN. 
Then ‘pi corresponds to the product state of JI! defined by 
6 Tr(e,,,, . ). 
i= I 
Let 0). be the unique b-invariant extension of ‘pi to a state of &. 
Now we need a result of Evans [Eva, Theorem 3.41. The original proof 
uses crossed products. We give an independent proof. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let I be an infinite sequence of { 1, . . . . n} and define a state 
oj. of 0,, as above. Then w1 is pure IY, and only if, il is aperiodic, i.e., the 
cardinality of {n E N 1 A, # A, + k} is infinite for each k E N. 
Proof: Let (rc, X,52) be the GNS triple associated with w1 and define a 
unitary representation U of T by 
Let U, = x t”P,, where P,,, is the spectral projection of U corresponding 
to the eigenvalue m. 
Let m E N. Then n(S;1) 52 is a unit vector of P,X’, and the state (P,,, of Co! 
defined by 
cp,(x) = (dS7) Q, 4x) n(q) J-2) 
corresponds to the product state of d defined by 
where 2, = 1 for k < 0. Let -m E M Then n(S&,,,) Sz is a unit vector of 
P,X, and the state (P,,, of 0,8 defined by 
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corresponds to the product state of d in the same manner as (*). Note 
also that cpi E cp,, corresponds to the state (*) with m = 0. 
By [Pow], cp, is disjoint from cp,,, if, and only if, 
is infinite. Hence the states { (P,,, > m c E are mutually disjoint if, and only if, I 
is aperiodic. 
Suppose that o1 is pure. Then since rr(0,S)” = @ a(P,X), where 
g(P,X) is the bounded operators on P,,,S, the representations rr ) p,-w of 
@f are mutually disjoint for different rn~ Z. Hence it follows from the 
preceding paragraph that 1 is aperiodic. 
If the representations n: 1 Pmx of 0: are mutually disjoint and irreducible, 
then n(C,,) =C?8(#) and w;. is pure, because x(@~)’ c rr(@fl) n rr(S,)’ = 
(P,: m E Z} n rc(S,)’ = Cl. Thus to prove the converse, it suffices to show 
that the vectors rc(S;l) Q; n(S,*,,,,,) Q used to define (P,,, are cyclic for rr(c”fj) 
on P,X. This follows because P,,,X is the closed linear span of 
x(S,,SZ) Q, where P= (P,, . . . . A+,,,)~ and v = (v, , . . . . vk) are arbitrary 
sequences with k + m 2 0, k 2 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let n be an integer with n B 3 and let G be a closed 
subgroup of T @ U 0 U(n - 2) c U(n) with G I % . II. Let a be the action of 
G on the Cuntz algebra c,, through G c U(n). Let I be an infinite aperiodic 
sequence of { 1, 2) and let w = wj. be the corresponding state of fi;!:,. Then o is 
a pure invariant state of 0,“. Let Ceb=.4= ker(rr,,,;) and define l’,,, as in 
Theorem 3.1. It follows that S;jYp is prime and contains no minimal 
projections and 
rp,,= 1 cu ‘@“‘ii’;ii~];m,k,I=O, I,2 ,... >, 
where u is the identity representation of Gc U(n), and ui is the character 
given by uir with i= 1, 2,. 
Proof: The state w is pure by Lemma 4.2. Since WI 0’lfl is uniquely 
defined by o(S~(~,S&)) = 1, k E N, and c(JS~,~,S&,) = S,,,,S:,,,, it follows 
that 
and hence w 0 clg = w since both states are p-invariant. 
Since 0 ( 0: is pure, Oi/Yp is prime. 
Note that 0; = (olfl)” and the restriction of clg to 0: is the product type 
action defined by 0;” ug through the identification of (0: with 
d = @ ;” M,. In particular 0; is an AF-algebra. 
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Let m be a positive integer and let e E (01; M,)“\Yb be a projection, 
where we have identified Cofl with d = @ ;” M,. By taking a larger m we 
may suppose that e> SL(m)S&) in (Q 7 M,)“. Since i, is aperiodic, there is 
k>m such that ;lk= 1 and &+,=2. Then 
p-e22Qell, ye,,Qe,,ec$ M.>^c( ifI Ad,) 
are equivalent in (0 p + ’ M,)’ since 
Then eq + 3r # 0 and ep + 3P # 0 since 
Since e 2 eq + ep, e + 4 is not minimal in 0:/A. This implies that O;/$$ has 
no minimal projections. 
We now come to the proof of [u] c rp.,. We may suppose that b and c 
are projections in the definition of fp,,, since 0; is an AF-algebra, and also 
we may replace b and c by equivalent projections when we prove the 
existence of x there, for the same reason as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
Let 6, CE O,:\Yp be projections. We may suppose that b, CE (@y M,,)” 
and b( @y M,)” c ti Yp. Since (@y M,)” is a finite-dimensional algebra, 
we replace b by an equivalent projection in (Q 7 M,)” such that bc -p is a 
projection with p $ Yp. Since 1 Sj. ST corresponds to the one-sided shift of 
@ ;” M,, p is equivalent to 1: Sips,? in B,“[PoP]. Thus there exists a 
unitary U E 0; such that 
u(~sips:) u=p. 
Let .Y = ( US, p, US2 p, . . . . US,p). Then, since U, p E 0;, it follows that 
x E p(cO,)Y (~1 P = N&l,); (~1 c and 
By Lemma 3.6 this completes the proof of [u] c rp,,. 
There is a subsequence ki of positive integers such that A,,= 1. Let 
-yi = sA(k, - I $,*,k,,. Then XiEO~(iil) and X,+xj=s,(k,,s&jr xix,?= 
S S* i(k,- I) A(k,- 1)’ Since any projection of cO;\Yp dominates a projection 
eqivalent to S,(k) S&) 
Similarly Uz E rp,,. 
for sufficiently large k, one obtains that U, E I-,,,. 
Conversely let y E I-,,,. Then there exists XE (Co,): (y) such that 
.u*x=aOlEO~\~~~Q.,,. Since 0: is an AF-algebra, we may suppose 
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that a is a projection as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. Also by the same 
reasoning in Proposition 4.1 we may suppose that a= S,o,S:,k,, for suf- 
ticiently large k. For small E > 0, there is a polynomial JJ, in Sj, S,? of order 
m (>k) such that IIxI -J’, II <E. Since YS~,~~S&, is close to the partial 
isometry -y ISj.,m, S$,, , , this implies that 1’ is contained in the representation 
of G obtained by restricting LY to P,,~Sl,m,S$,)r where P, is the space of 
polynomials of order 6m. Note that PnrSj,,,,S$m, is the linear span of 
S~IS~S;.,,nISZnr, with P= (P,, . . . . LL,), v = (v,, . . . . v,) with s + t d m, which is 
included in the space spanned by 
{S,S,* ,,,, I:~=(~,,...,~(,)s62m}. 
Since lli = 1 or 2, it follows that 7 E UkGlrn [u@‘@ ii?’ 0 Urn?], where mj is 
the number of i<m with 1,=j. 
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